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License GPL-3
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LazyData TRUE
RoxygenNote 5.0.1
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Index 
Description

Datasets used to calculate Binford’s environmental and hunter-gatherer frames of reference variables used in:

Usage

LRB

Format

An object of class tbl_df (inherits from tbl.data.frame) with 339 rows and 507 columns.

Details


Key to variables in LBRkey.csv LRBcodebook.txt

Downloaded from the source url on 31 Jul 2016

Source

http://ajohnson.sites.truman.edu/data-and-program/

Description

Data frame describing the variables in the LRB data frame. Part of the datasets used to calculate Binford’s environmental and hunter-gatherer frames of reference variables used in:

Usage

LRBkey

Format

An object of class tbl_df (inherits from tbl.data.frame) with 506 rows and 16 columns.
Details


Downloaded from the source url on 31 Jul 2016

Source

http://ajohnson.sites.truman.edu/data-and-program/
Index
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